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Always expect to be entertained when reading another of the Amelia Peabody series by Elizabeth

Peters! I now have all 19 issues in this series that I bought through  and have on my Paper White. I

am now re-reading the entire series and am on book #15. It is like visiting a favorite group of

relatives and living (with them) their unique life as Egyptologists in the early part of 1910. Think

Indiana Jones and his adventures, but actually I think that Amelia is more entertaining! Sincerely,

Louise Mustain 4-29-2015

As with all the Amelia Peabody books, the narrative is a combination of first person and third

person. The form is a bit formal, as this takes place in the Victorian and Edwardian periods where

speaking correctly was highly valued, unlike today. If you have followed the series, this and all the

other books are a wonderful blend of Ms Peters excellent writing style and (as Egyptologist Barbara

Mertz) knowledge of Egypt and its history. Recommend that you start at the beginning and read

through the continuing history of the family. Sadly, Ms Peters passed in 2013 but a new book is

coming out this month. From what I've read, it will not 'tie up' the loose ends of the family

adventures but will be a retrospective to the early years of WWI. I highly recommend the series.

Finally, after waiting through 12 books, Ramses and Nefret finally get themselves straightened out.



And once again the Emerson clan are neck deep in another adventure. These books are great fun.

I'm reading them as fast as I can, and at the same time I dread reaching the end of the series. The

characters are fascinating and just as much a draw for me as the mysteries.

Another great season in Egypt for the Emersons, their family and friends, with all the

ingredients--drama, adventure, danger, romance, comedy, spies, intrigue, and cats.

Amelia Peabody novels are absolutely a joy to read. I started reading her when I was 15 and 47

years later i am still at it. I not only read the books but listen to them on CD as well, where they are

even more entertaining. Each and everyone is a new and exciting adventure that is hard to put

down even though you hate to come to that last page.

If you love any of the Elizabeth Peters Amelia Peabody Books, you will love them all. My favorite

series ever! Truly is Raiders of the Lost Ark married with Sherlock Holmes.

Of all the characters created by Elizabeth Peters, I love Ramses the best. We follow him from

infancy to adulhood with delight at his genius.

The Peabody-Emerson clan is preparing to return to Egypt for the winter season of digging. WWI is

making travel difficult and causing the local Egyptian political situation to be even more unstable

than usual. Further adding to their difficulties is their complicated and ever expanding household.

This season the entourage will include Radcliffe, Amelia, their son Ramses, and his wife Nefret,

Sennia (who they adopted in FALCON WHO GUARDS THE PORTAL), her cat, Horus and even the

family butler, Gargery. The only thing they will not have to worry about is the Master Criminal who

figured so largely in their earlier adventures. Shortly after his true identity was revealed he died in a

most heroic manner - or did he?After they safely arrive in Egypt though, it becomes all too apparent

that Emerson will once again be denied his quiet season of peaceful digging. As their former reis

Abdullah used to remark "another year another body" and this year proved to be no exception.

Bodies, mysterious intrigues and even the dreaded (to Emerson at least) starred crossed lovers

appear.If you have no idea who any of these people are begin at the beginning of this delightful

series, with CROCODILE ON THE SANDBANK and continue through in order. The overall story arc

of this series (AMELIA PEABODY) is much more of a factor than in most mystery series. The

mystery/suspense aspect of this series is much less than in many mysteries. The real attraction



here is the continuing story of the family itself as it is told from Amelia's own eccentric point of view.

Fans of the series will delight to read about Ramses' and Nefret's married life, the continuing banter

between Amelia and her beloved Emerson as they are once again being outwitted by a precocious

child and will particularly love running into other characters from previous adventures.
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